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Poste d - 28/01/2008 : 21:53:53

Just seen new ad for this cruise line....uses Dusty singing
IOWTBWY.sounded so good!!

United Kingdom
119 Posts
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Moderator

Poste d - 28/01/2008 : 22:59:30

I'd heard from Nanc y that someone from a marketing company (I think) had
been making enquiries about Dusty music for a new ad, maybe this is it. Can
you remember whic h TV channel it was on Graham?
Carole x
"Since you went away, I've been hanging around...."

United Kingdom
5404 Posts
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Administrator

Poste d - 29/01/2008 : 00:35:16

Carole, you might ask Paul if this is what he had heard about, as well.
I hope someone will put it up on youtube!
~Don't forget about me, now baby
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Poste d - 06/02/2008 : 21:14:49

Has anyone else seen this????
~Don't forget about me, now baby

USA
14235 Posts
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Poste d - 06/02/2008 : 22:16:26

Re both your questions Nancy....no to the first, it wasn't the same thing
and no again to your second, I still haven't seen it. Note to self, need to
watch more telly
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Poste d - 12/02/2008 : 12:01:41

Sorry for delay in replying...............the ad was on again last night just
before the second part of Corrie.
May regional differences.
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Poste d - 12/02/2008 : 18:48:48

I rarely watch TV so I havent seen this yet, but I do keep hoping.
Casx
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Poste d - 13/02/2008 : 00:28:46

Can you tell us anything more about the ad, Graham, since no one else has
seen it?
~Don't forget about me, now baby
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Poste d - 13/02/2008 : 01:42:23

A friend of mine from Scotland told me it's on TV all the time and it's great.
Once again those of us in the States get the short end of the stick!
Marty
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Poste d - 15/02/2008 : 19:57:00

The ad is for cruise liners and basically shows various paasengers enjoying
themselves on board a large c ruise ship with Dusty singing IOWTBWY. You
get to hear the intro and quite abit of the song. It sounsds strangely
refreshed and upbeat and ideal for the subject matter
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Poste d - 15/02/2008 : 22:45:35

I think it must be a regional thing as I didn't see it around Coronation St
when you said it was on Graham. I had the shows on tape and it wasn't
there.
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Poste d - 15/02/2008 : 23:02:41

Oh I've seen that ad numerous times - it's played all the time up here.
Will
http://www.mactastic.net/
"..I don't ask for much - a look, a smile, a touch.."
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Poste d - 16/02/2008 : 01:21:45

I wonder if anyone has downloaded this add on U-tube. I tried to find it
with no luck.
Marty
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Poste d - 22/02/2008 : 10:11:16

I've actually seen it at last

I'd recorded the end of a prog on Hallmark and

when I played it back, there was the ad. A perfect feel good song for a feel
good advert.
Carole x
"Since you went away, I've been hanging around...."
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Poste d - 22/02/2008 : 14:00:24
quote :
Originally posted by Baby Blue
I wonde r if anyone has downloade d this a dd on U-tube . I trie d to find it with
no luck .
Marty

USA
14235 Posts

Dare we ask Will for another favor?
~Don't forget about me, now baby

Tom Lovett
Little by little

Poste d - 23/02/2008 : 17:00:53

Actually saw the ad on ITV3 at lunch time while watching an episode
of 'Poirot' for the umpteenth time.
Tom
In sparkle gown, perfection, spinning impossible arcs of vibrato through
smouldering waves of invisible sound.
United Kingdom
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